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Note: Best 12 answers will be given credit.

Note Read the following passage and answer the questions given at the end.

The spherically symmetric potentials occupy an important place in physics 〈1〉. There

are several conservation laws for potential which help in solving the classical problem 〈2〉.

The solution of the time independent Schrodinger equation can be done by the method

of separation of variables 〈3〉. We begin with the Schrodinger equation in spherical polar

coordinates in three dimensions 〈4〉. Writing

ψ(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Y (θ, φ) (1)

gives the following equations for the radial and angular wave functions.
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= λY (θ, φ). (3)

The partial differential equation for Y (θ, φ) can be further separated into θ and φ

differential equations by writing

Y (θ, φ) = P (θ)Φ(φ). (4)

The equations for P (θ) and Φ(φ) can be seen to be
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= λP (θ). (5)
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The equations (3) and (6) are eigenvalue equations for dynamical variables of the

problem 〈5〉. Some of the ordinary differential equations in r, θ, φ contain constants which

appear during the process of separation of variables 〈6〉. For many commonly occurring

potentials 〈7〉 the solution of the radial equation can be obtained by the method of series

solution 〈8〉. Solution of θ equation can also be obtained by the method of series solution as

a series in t = cos θ. One can easily see from differential equation that the series converge

for all physical ranges of θ〈9〉. The only way the convergence problem can by solved is

to demand that the series solution reduce to a polynomial. This gives a restriction that

the parameter λ cannot take arbitrary value 〈10〉. The parameter µ in (6) turns out to
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be quantized when the wave function is required to be single valued 〈11〉. The resulting

allowed values of µ represent the eigenvalues of a physical quantity 〈12〉.

The bound state solutions for the radial equation, if they exist, are to be found by

imposing certain regularity conditions on the radial wave function 〈13〉. These conditions

result in quantization of energy levels.

The Schrodinger equation for two well known potentials 〈14〉 problems can be separated

in two different ways by choosing different coordinates 〈15〉.

Questions

〈1〉 What is a spherically symmetric potential? Give a two examples.

〈2〉 Give all conservation laws for the classical and the quantum problem.

〈3〉 Which coordinates will you use to separate the variables.

〈4〉 In the classical case one can start with two dimensional problem and work with plane

polar coordinates.For the final answer it does not make any difference whether we

work with spherical polar coordinates or plane polar coordinates. Explain why this

is not the case in quantum problem.

〈5〉 What are these dynamical variables.

〈6〉 Identify the constants appearing in the process of separation of variables.

〈7〉 Name three examples of potentials for which the radial equation can be solved by

the method of separation of variables.

〈8〉 Briefly describe the method of series solution.

〈9〉 For what values of θ, or of t = cos θ, the series solution fails to converge.

〈10〉 What are the allowed values of λ? What is the physical interpretation of this result?

〈11〉 Briefly explain the requirement of single valuedness.

〈12〉 What is this physical quantity?

〈13〉 Give the requirements on the radial wave function for spherical box, square well and

harmonic oscillator problems in three dimensions.

〈14〉 Name the two potentials.

〈15〉 For each of the two potentials, give the choice of coordinates in which the Schrodinger

equation can be separated.
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